The prefix array was apparently first computed and used algorithmically in 1984, playing a pivotal role in an optimal algorithm to determine all the tandem repeats in a given (DNA or protein) sequence. However, it is especially since the turn of the 21 st century that applications of the prefix array to fundamental sequencing problems have been recognized. An important aspect of this expanding role has been the recognition that the prefix table and the border array are "equivalent" data structures -that is, one can be computed from the other in linear time. Since the border array in turn specifies all the periods of every prefix of the sequence, the prefix array thus turns out to be a structure of central importance. In this paper we survey important applications of the prefix arrayin particular to approximate string matching under Hamming distance, as well as to the computation of covers and enhanced covers -and show how, unlike border array algorithms, these are extendible to sequences containing "don't-care" or indeterminate letters such as {a, c} or {g, t}. This extension leads to a surprising correspondence between prefix arrays and undirected graphs that seems likely to be a fertile source of new insights in future. We conclude with an overview of sequencing problems that the authors believe can be handled using prefix array technology.
Introduction
DNA and protein sequences are special cases of what mathematicians call "words" and computer scientists call "strings" -that is, sequences of "letters" drawn from some alphabet. Thus, in the case of DNA, the alphabet consists of abbreviations {a, c, g, t} of the four nucleotides that characterize all known life. In this paper, because we are discussing computer processing of these objects, we will usually refer to them as strings.
For more than 60 years, biologists, mathematicians and computer scientists have studied biological sequences in an effort to understand the patterns (or "regularities" [1, 2] ) in them that somehow yield the astonishing complexity and diversity of life on earth. Due to the great length of these sequences, the computer has become a necessary tool of "sequence analysis" and, as time goes by, a collection of data structures has been developed to make string processing more efficient, thus to permit ever more sophisticated calculations to be carried out. In this collection researchers will for example recognize 1 :
• the ubiquitous border array or failure function [3] , famously used in the KMP pattern-matching algorithm [4] , and since then certainly in hundreds of string algorithms;
• the TRIE data structure for storing multiple strings [5] ;
• a very special TRIE, the suffix tree [6] [7] [8] , with all its many variants and uses [9] ;
• the suffix array [10, 11] that was known for 13 years before three O(n) time algorithms were suddenly found to compute it [12] [13] [14] [15] , and that now, based on an even more efficient construction algorithm [16] and greatly expanded applications [17] , has largely replaced the suffix tree.
In this survey we focus on the prefix array, apparently discovered in 1984, ignored by stringologists for 15 years, but recently found to be central to several interesting applications. As we shall see, the prefix array is more or less "equivalent" to the border array, but with the advantage that it can be used on sequences whose letters may be ambiguous ("indeterminate") -for example, a nucleotide {a, c} that may be either adenine or cytosine.
Section 2 provides the basic definitions required to explain the algorithms outlined in later sections, and also discusses the correspondence between the border and prefix arrays, explaining the advantage of the latter in algorithms on strings that contain indeterminate letters. Section 3 shows how the prefix array can be applied to determining the Hamming distance between strings containing indeterminate letters. In Section 4 we introduce the idea of a cover of a string, and again show the relevance of the prefix array to computation of the cover, also again in indeterminate strings. Section 5 discusses ideas for future applications.
Preliminaries

Basic Definitions
Given an integer n ≥ 0, a string x is a sequence of n letters drawn from a finite set Σ called the alphabet, where we write σ = |Σ|. We treat x as an array x[1.
.n], and if n = 0, we write x = ε, the empty string. Then n = |x| is said to be the length of x. Of course, in bioinformatics applications, we routinely process strings whose length n is in the billions. If x = uvw, then u (respectively, v, w) is said to be a prefix (respectively, substring, suffix) of x -in each case proper if |u| < n (respectively, |v| < n, |w| < n). If u is a substring of x, then x is a superstring of u. If u is both a proper prefix and a proper suffix of x, then u is said to be a border of x -note that ε is a border of every nonempty string. If x = u k for some nonempty u and integer k > 1, we say that x is a repetition or tandem repeat 2 -when k = 2, a square. If x is not a repetition, it is said to be primitive. If x = u k u' for some nonempty u, integer k > 0, and u' a proper prefix of u, then x is said to have period |u|. The following results are well known (see for example [18] ): So far we have made the implicit assumption that the letters of x are single elements of Σ, an assumption that in many contexts may not be justified. For example, as mentioned earlier, it may be that for some i, the letter x[i] is ambiguous, thus best represented by {a, c} (either a or c) or perhaps {a, c, g, t} (any element of Σ). The next subsection discusses issues arising in such cases, in particular the limitations of the border array, and introduces an "equivalent" data structure, the prefix array, which is more widely applicable. 
Indeterminate String, Border Array, Prefix Array
A letter λ drawn from alphabet Σ = {f 1 , f 2 ,..., f σ } is said to be regular if λ = f j for some j ∈ 1..σ; otherwise, if λ = Σ k , a subset of Σ of size k > 1, then λ is said to be indeterminate. We say that two letters λ 1 and λ 2 match, written λ 1 ≈ λ 2 , if and only if λ 1 ∩ λ 2 ≠ ∅; thus regular letters match if and only if they are equal, while for indeterminate letters this is not true. In fact, "match" is in general nontransitive, as the following example shows:
Similarly, a string x on Σ is said to be regular if every letter x[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is regular; otherwise indeterminate. But note that a string -for example, x = {c, g}, a, t, {c, g} -may be indeterminate but at the same time give rise only to transitive matches; such strings are called essentially regular. Strings with letters restricted to either single elements fj of Σ or else Σ itself (called a hole or don't care letter) were introduced in [19] and have been intensively studied as partial words since 2003 by Blanchet-Sadri (see [20] ). In the 1980s Abrahamson [21] dealt with a form of indeterminacy (which he called "generalized string matching"); in this century, beginning with [22] , there has been continued interest in indeterminate strings -for example, see [23, 24] .
In order to be useful for indeterminate strings, the border needs to be redefined in terms of matching rather than equality: a proper prefix u of x is a border of x if and only if u u', where u' is a suffix of x. But then Observation 1(b) no longer holds, as Figure 2 shows, and so the border array loses its usefulness as a compact representation of all the borders of every prefix of a string.
We now introduce the prefix array π x of a string x: for every i ∈ 1..n, π The prefix array was apparently first used in Main and Lorentz's algorithm [18, 25] to compute all the tandem repeats in a string, but only in this century was it identified as an important data structure, the table des préfixes [26, 27] , where it was also for the first time observed that (on regular strings) the border array and the prefix array could be computed from each other in O(n) time, and so were in some sense "equivalent". However, in [28] it was shown that, unlike the border array, the prefix array retained its properties on indeterminate strings, on which it could be used for pattern-matching 4 and other applications (see Figure 2 ). Also in [28] a compressed form of the prefix array was introduced, making use of the fact that entries in πx are usually zero -
. Linear-time algorithms for computing the border and prefix arrays of a string x, as well as for converting from one array to the other, were described and analyzed in [28, 29] . We note also [30] that the prefix array gives rise to a simple and efficient pattern-matching algorithm: given a string x and a pattern u, compute the prefix array of w = u$x, where $ is a letter not occurring in x. Then the positions i such that π w [i] = |u| identify the occurrences of u in x. (In Section 3 we shall see a variant of this idea used to do pattern-matching with k mismatches.) In [31] a linear-time algorithm was described that, given an integer array I = I [1. .n], determined in O(n) time whether I was a prefix array of some regular string, and, if so, found a lexicographically least string x for which π x = I. This work was extended to indeterminate strings in [32] . In [33] the feasible array y = y [1. .n] was introduced, with y[1] = n and, for every i ∈ 2..n, i ≤ I + y[i] ≤ n + 1. It was then shown that every feasible array is the prefix array of some (indeterminate) string, while of course every prefix array must be feasible. Also in [33] , a prefix graph with interesting properties was defined corresponding to every feasible array; this has led to new theoretical insights [34, 35] .
Recently the range of application of the prefix array was extended even further with the publication of a paper [36] describing a prefix array for parameterized strings -that is, strings on two alphabets, a "variable" alphabet of the usual kind together with a special "fixed" alphabet of specified parameters. In a biological context, for example, we might fix parameters A = aca and B = gtg, then search a string x for all occurrences of A * B, where * indicates any sequence of variables drawn from {a, c, g, t}. The original application of parameterized strings was the identification of cloned computer code: a program on a fixed set of operators (say +, −, *, /, =) together with arbitrary variable names would match the same computer program with variable names changed.
The adaptability of the prefix array suggests looking at algorithms on regular strings that make use of the border array, with a view to (1) using instead the prefix array in order to improve performance; (2) extending the scope to indeterminate strings.
In the next two sections we survey recent work that implements this strategy.
Approximate Matching Under Hamming Distance
In DNA sequences it often happens that segments of the genome (substrings) are copied from one area to another, but with transcription errors, such as a change from a to t (substitution) or deletion/insertion of one or more letters. For this reason it becomes important to do approximate string matching that is tolerant of these errors. In this section, drawing on [37] , we outline applications of the prefix array to this problem in the case that the errors are substitutions. In [37] a very simple algorithm kHP is described that for regular strings computes in expected time O(kn) using only constant additional space. kHP is very fast in practice, based on the observation that the expected number of letter comparisons required at each position is less than 3. The algorithm also executes very well on indeterminate strings, though with an unspecified time bound. In addition the authors describe a much more complex algorithm, kHP*, that uses global data structures and techniques to compute in guaranteed O(kn) worst case time; however, kHP* is much slower in practice than kHP and does not extend to indeterminate strings. kHP (respectively, kHP*) is then used in two applications important in bioinformatics:
.n], and an integer threshold k < m, algorithm kHPT (respectively, kHPT*) finds all the substrings u' in x such that H(u, u') ≤ k. The first step of the algorithm forms z = xu and then computes the regular prefix table of z. According to the tests conducted in [37] , kHPT is an order of magnitude faster in practice than all other known algorithms, including that proposed in [21] . (2) Given a set of r strings and an error rate ε, algorithm kHOverlap finds, over all pairs of strings, their suffix/prefix matches (approximate overlaps) of maximum length u that are within Hamming distance k = ε . This procedure depends upon the efficient conversion of to a k-approximate border array . Also in [37] the edit distance E(x, w) between two strings is considered: the minimum number of edit operations (insert, delete, substitute) required to transform x into w, where now we write x w if E(x, w) < k. Then the k-prefix table under edit distance is analogously defined. An efficient algorithm kEP is described, using the dynamic programming matrix for x and w, to compute , but no algorithms kEPT and kEOverlap, analogous to kHPT and kHOverlap, are proposed.
Of course Hamming distance is of interest in computational biology, but efficient algorithms using edit distance are of much greater importance: this is due to the frequent occurrence of insertion and deletion errors in the transcription of one section of the genome to another that make Hamming distance unhelpful. = a, insert x[5] = g). Thus, as discussed in Section 5, the further application of is a priority.
Computing Covers of Strings
As noted in Observation 1, the borders (equivalently, the periods) of a string can provide an economical way of describing a string in certain cases. For example, the string x = cgatcgatcg shown in Figure 1 could be described by the triple (p, e, t) = (4, 2, 2), telling us that x has period p = 4, exponent e = 2, and tail of length t = 2; that is, x = (cgat) 2 (cg). Unfortunately, most strings cannot be described so simply; for example, x' = cagtcgatcg, with just two letters interchanged, has only the empty border. Thus it is of interest to identify other patterns in strings that might more often provide a basis for a short space-saving description. This requirement is of particular interest when the strings are both many and very long, as occurs in DNA sequence analysis.
In the early 1990s Apostolico and his co-authors [38, 39] took a first step by introducing the cover of a string x; that is, a nonempty proper border u of x such that every position i in x falls within an occurrence of u. They called |u| the quasiperiod of x. For example, u = cgatcg is a cover of x = cgatcgatcg, which therefore has quasiperiod 6. Several papers were written to compute the covers of a given string x[1..n] [40] [41] [42] , culminating in an algorithm [43] that, using the border array as a starting point, in linear time computed the cover array; that is, an array γ [1. .n] that, analogous to the border array, specifies all the quasiperiods of every prefix of x.
Several efforts have been made to identify a more useful notion of cover. In [44] the seed of a string x was introduced -that is, the cover of a superstring of x, thus not constrained to be a border -then extended in [45] to an approximate seed. Ref. [46] introduced the idea of a k-cover of xthat is, a minimum cardinality set of substrings of length k that together cover x -, later shown to be NP-hard to compute [47] .
Some years later it was shown that a "relaxed" k-cover could be approximated in polynomial time [48] . Most recently a variant of the suffix tree, a highly space-consuming data structure, was used [49, 50] to compute α-partial covers and α-partial seeds of x, where α is a preselected parameter that specifies the minimum number of positions in x to be covered. Collectively, these methods, while interesting, were often expensive in their space and/or time requirements and did not provide a sufficiently compact representation for most strings.
In [51] the minimum enhanced cover of x (MEC x ) was proposed -that is, a border of x that is the shortest among all the borders that cover a maximum number of positions in x. Also proposed were relaxed variants of MEC x that did not require the cover to be a border of x, but only a proper prefix. However, like the cover array algorithm, these methods depended strongly on an initial border array computation. Since, as we have seen, the prefix array has a flexibility that the border array does not, the possibility arises that these calculations can be handled using the prefix array instead, thus opening the way for the extension of covering algorithms to indeterminate strings.
It turns out that for indeterminate strings there are two natural analogues of the idea of "cover": A sliding cover requires that adjacent or overlapping substrings of x match, but the nontransitivity of matching leaves open the possibility that nonadjacent elements of the cover do not match. For example, x = {a, g} c {a, c} {a, c} ca (1) has a sliding cover of length κ = 2 because {a, g} c {a, c} {a, c} ca, even though {a, g} c ≉ ca.
However, note that the very concept of "regularity of a string" in some sense breaks down when we consider a sliding cover: now the "cover" need not actually "match" the area it is covering.
In fact, a string can be a sliding cover of an indeterminate string x without being a substring of x at all! This motivates the idea of a rooted cover of length κ, where every covering substring is required to match, not the preceding entry in the cover, but rather the prefix of x of length κ. A rooted cover is defined simply by changing "suffix" to "prefix" in part (b) of Definition 1. The example string (1) has no rooted cover, but the string x = {a, g} c {a, c} {a, c} ac has both a sliding cover and a rooted cover of length 2. Note that, while a rooted cover must occur as a prefix of x, it need not occur elsewhere in the string.
The first computation of the covers of an indeterminate string x, in [52] , begins by computing the "deterministic border array" of x as proposed in [22] , then applies the Aho-Corasick automaton to determine whether each border can be a (rooted) cover [53] . Their algorithm requires O(n) time on average to compute the largest cover of x itself; it is then iterated to compute the rooted cover array of x in worst case time O(n 2 ).
Figure 3.
The border and cover arrays of x = agaagaga: even though the border array has many non-zero entries, the cover array is sparse.
Ref. [54] avoids any border computation altogether. For regular strings x the prefix array is computed in O(n) worst-case time, then applied directly to compute the cover array, also in O(n) time, and significantly faster in practice than the border-based method proposed in [43] . For indeterminate strings x the same general approach is followed to compute the rooted cover array, still requiring O(n 2 ) time in the worst case, but now only O(n) time on average.
It is encouraging that the prefix array can be applied to efficient computation of the rooted cover array for indeterminate strings, but still, as we have seen, the cover array has limited utility as an economical means of describing the patterns in a string. Perhaps more interesting is the use of the prefix table to extend the computation of the minimum enhanced cover MEC x to indeterminate strings, as proposed in [55] . In fact, this paper shows how the prefix array can be used, instead of the border array, to compute MEC x and its variants with identical worst-case asymptotic complexity but with much lower space requirements and, according to tests, significantly faster in practice. Then, of course, the prefix array is employed to extend these results in a straightforward fashion, based on the rooted cover, to indeterminate strings. It turns out, surprisingly, that, for indeterminate strings as for regular strings, MEC x and its variants can be computed in O(n) expected time.
Overall we have seen in this section that the prefix array can provide significant benefits, both in terms of efficiency and extended applicability, to methods that seek compressed representations of strings.
Open Problems
Even though, as we have seen, the prefix array has been used for more to be explored. Here we briefly note a few possible future directions of research:
i.
Due to the importance of edit distance between strings in biological applications, it would seem to be of great interest to investigate algorithms that, given string u and integer k > 0, use the prefix array to find all substrings u' in x such that the edit distance E(u, u') ≤ k. The results for Hamming distance using look very promising, but nothing is known about the extension to edit distance and . ii.
It turned out that the k-cover approach to compact representation of a string required an NP-hard computation, but are there other approaches to this problem that use multiple substrings to represent the given string x without this computational drawback? iii.
As we have seen, for regular strings the border array and the prefix array are equivalent in the sense that one can be computed from the other in linear time. Moreover, in at least some applications, making use of the prefix array rather than the border array provides benefit both in terms of algorithmic efficiency for regular strings and extendibility to indeterminate strings. What other such applications are there? iv.
More generally, in view of the prefix graph introduced in [33] , what tools of graph theory can be brought to bear on problems arising in sequence analysis?
Notes: 1 Technical terminology relevant to this survey is defined in Section 2; for other terms mentioned
here, see for example [18, 26, 27] . 2 Nontandem repeats, also of great interest in bioinformatics applications, take the form uvu for some nonempty v ≠ u. So far the prefix array has not found application in the computation of nontandem repeats. 3 By i ∈ i 1 ..i 2 , all variables integers, we mean i 1 ≤ i ≤ i 2 . 4 That is, finding all matches for a given (regular or indeterminate) string in another given (regular or indeterminate) string x, |u| < |x|.
